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It took the better part of six days to 
complete the entire evolution of moving 
our B-52 from its 36 year resting 
place in the former Museum Air Park 
but on Thursday, September 17 at 
approximately 5:00 p.m. the 190,000 
lb behemoth rolled onto her new 
concrete pads to take her dignified gate 

guard position at the future site of the Museum’s Roush 
Aeronautics Center (new home for the Museum’s Historic 
Flying Aircraft Collection).

Towering proudly in what is currently an empty field at 
Willow Run Airport, our B-52 will provide not only a visible 
landmark for future guests visiting and using the Roush 
Aeronautics Center, but will now be a public monument to 
honor those who serve in our modern armed forces. The 
B-52 has always been an iconic landmark for our institution 
and will respectfully continue to fulfill that role at the new 
home for the Historic Flying Aircraft Collection.

Concurrently, planning, construction and fundraising 
continues on the Yankee Air Museum’s new Roush 
Aeronautics Center. Our deadline to be out of our current 
location (Hangar 1) has been extended to October 2021 by 
Wayne County Airport Authority, however, the eviction of all 
tenants in Hangar 1 is inevitable. 

We have made great strides to reaching our 
fundraising goal for the Roush Aeronautics Center 
and are proud to announce we are 50% of the way 
there! We still need to raise the other half of the cost of the 
construction in order that the Museum does not have to 
incur a cumbersome debt load for the new facility.

The building of the Roush Aeronautics Center is certainly 
a new chapter in the history of the Yankee Air Museum. 
Enthusiasm for the project is palatable and there is no 
arguing that the Center will provide limitless growth 
opportunities for the organization into the future. We are 
so proud that we are breaking ground, both literally and 
figuratively. The future of the Yankee Air Museum has 
never been brighter!

Kevin Walsh 
Executive Director,  
Yankee Air Museum

B-52 takes its rightful place as gate 
guard at future Yankee Air Museum 
Roush Aeronautics Center
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Take Exit 190 
Belleville Road, go north. 
Turn left on Tyler Road, then 
right onto Beck Road. Look 
for the airport entrance arch 
and turn left onto D Street.  

At the stop sign, turn right 
onto 3rd Street and right into 
the Museum’s parking lot.  

*Closed for holidays and special events, please call or check our website before visiting. 

—Planning Your Visit— 

groups 

Register to bring an  
adult or school group.  

Add on a flight simulator  
experience, movie, or  
science lab class for  
K-8th grade students. 



MICHIGAN AVIATION HALL OF FAME 

Established in 1987, the Michigan Aviation Hall of Fame 
(MAHOF) is dedicated to preserving the history of 
outstanding air and space pioneers. Located at the Air 
Zoo in Portage, MI, the Michigan Aviation Hall of Fame 
recognizes and honors these men and women for their 
outstanding contributions and achievements to aviation 
and/or space. The inductees had a vision and followed their 
dreams with determination and triumph. The MAHOF is 
committed to recognizing these enshrinees as role models, 
as they inspire today’s youth to follow their own vision and 
achieve excellence, no matter what their field of choice. 

The Yankee Air Museum is 
an exceptional organization 
because of its extraordinarily 
talented members. Over the 
years, 18 Members of the 
Yankee Air Museum have been 
inducted into the Michigan 
Aviation Hall of Fame.

5 1965 Randy Hotton’s solo 
flight at Wilow Run Solp C-172

4 1967 Randy Hotton and the 
T-28 after he qualified on the 
aircraft carrier

    In Good 
Company
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IN TODAY’S WORLD, where airplanes and helicopters 
are woven so intrinsically into the fabric of our culture, 
we take aviation for granted. But, this wasn’t the case for 
the world in which Randy grew up. Born in Detroit during 
World War II, Randy witnessed the aviation boom take off 
during his childhood and with it, his dreams of being in the 
sky among the aircraft. While his friends collected sports 
trading cards, Randy collected airplane cards and built 
models. Living near the Light Guard Armory on Eight Mile 
Road in Detroit, World War II Army airplanes flew directly 
over Randy’s house, furthering his fascination with these 
flying machines. 

MICHIGAN AVIATION HALL OF FAME

In 1953, Randy experienced his first commercial flight in 
an Eastern Airlines “Connie” from Willow Run to Florida. 
During the climb, the Captain announced that he would be 
shifting the engine superchargers from Low to High and 
told the passengers it might cause some noise. Randy was 
fascinated by the noise and the changing flame patterns 
from the engine’s exhaust. Noticing his interest, a flight 
attendant invited him to visit the flight deck. The Captain 
and the Flight Engineer briefed the eager nine-year-old on 
the power instruments. Randy’s 20 minutes in the cockpit 
further sparked his interest in aviation and helped to solidify 
his plans for his future. 

When his family moved to Troy 
Township, they relocated near the 
Berz Airport. Like most kids with 
an interest in flying in those days, 
Randy rode his bike to the airport 
almost daily to watch planes take 
off and land. Whenever possible, 
he would fly in the right seat in his 
father’s company plane, a Lockheed 
12A. Here Randy learned how 
to communicate with air traffic 
controllers on the aircraft radios. 

After graduating Troy High School 
in 1961, Randy began studies at 
Michigan State University, majoring 
in Mechanical Engineering. 
However, throughout his four years 
at MSU, his heart was never really  
in engineering. Randy wanted to  
be a pilot. 

Since the inception of the MAHOF, the Yankee Air Museum 
has been fortunate enough to be associated with 18 enshrinees 
of the Hall of Fame. In 2020, one more well deserving Yankee 
Air Museum member became inducted into the MAHOF: 
Captain Randy Hotton, (USN, Ret.). We know you will be 
inspired by the impact Randy has had in the world of aviation, 
not to mention the Yankee Air Museum! 

31966 solo tie cut 5 Pre-solo T34
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Air Medal for Extraordinary Achievement in Direct Support 
of Combat Operations in North and South Vietnam. Randy 
progressed to Patrol Plane Commander and flew patrols 
in Sicily, the Azores, Bermuda, and Iceland. In addition, he 
was selected as a P-3 Instructor Pilot where his knowledge 
and skills were used to train other pilots in aircraft 
operations and mission accomplishment. 

Because of his enthusiasm, operational knowledge, and 
ability to communicate, Randy was chosen to recruit and 
evaluate candidates for training as naval aviators. 

Randy reported to the Naval Recruiting District Detroit in 
the fall of 1971. Randy’s success at recruiting Navy Pilots 
and Flight Officers earned him the highest honors from the 
Navy Recruiting Command. This was an accomplishment 

In 1965, as the war in Vietnam became more intense, 
Randy knew he would soon be eligible for the draft.  
Taking his destiny into his own hands, in March, 1965, 
Randy responded to a Navy Pilot Recruiting advertisement 
in the MSU Student newspaper. Randy passed all of the 
preliminary screening tests with “flying” colors, and began 
taking private flight lessons at the Willow Run Airport in his 
spare time. He soloed for the first time on May 8th, 1965. 

After graduating from MSU, Randy passed his Aviation 
Candidate Flight Physical and was notified he would  
begin active duty in mid-1966 at the Naval Air Station 
(NAS) Pensacola, Florida. 

In June, 1966, Randy reported to NAS Pensacola and 
began the eleven-week strenuous ordeal known as Aviation 
Officer Candidate School. The school was designed to 
test a potential candidate’s motivation to be a pilot and a 
leader in the US Navy. The drop-out rate was high and 
many potential candidates failed to endure the “boot camp” 
atmosphere and constant pressures.

But not Randy. 

Randy graduated pilot training with top honors as Best in 
his Class in spring, 1968. Following this, he volunteered 
to fly the Lockheed P-3 Orion at NAS Jacksonville, FL. His 
unit served in Southeast Asia where he was awarded the 

MICHIGAN AVIATION HALL OF FAME

In Good Company 
The Yankee Air Museum is proud to have an association with 18 inductees of the Michigan 
Aviation Hall of Fame. These past or present Members of Yankee Air Museum include: 

John F.X. Browne (1987) 23-
Time World Record Holder 
for International Flights in 
light aircraft 

Edgar J. Lesher (1988) 
UM Professor of Aerospace 
Engineering, Aircraft 
Designer of the NOMAD 

SN-1 and the TEAL 

Jack R Lousma (1989) 
Colonel, USMC (Retired) – 
NASA Astronaut, SkyLab 3 
and Columbia Space Shuttle 

crew member.

Michael R. Erard (1991) 
Commander, USN (Retired) 
– Accomplished pilot and 
flight instructor, Lockheed 

Aircraft Corp for the Production 
Flight Test Department 

Alexander Jefferson (1995) 
Lt Colonel, USAF (Retired) 
– WWII Veteran, Tuskegee 
Airman, German POW 

Survivor

John M. Ellis III (1996) 
USN Veteran, Pilot, 
President of Kal-Aero, Inc. 

Howard R. Ebersole (1997) 
Lt. Colonel, USAF (Retired) 
– WWII Veteran, Korean 
War Veteran, Accomplished 

combat and test pilot 

Herbert E. Swan (1998) 
WWII Veteran, Purple Heart 
Recipient, Pilot, Aviation 

Advocate 

Marvin “Sonny” Eliot (2001) 
Colonel, AFRC – WWII 
Veteran, German POW 
Survivor, WWJ and TV News 

Broadcaster 

5 Utapao, Thailand 1968 Bob Hope Show
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MICHIGAN AVIATION HALL OF FAME

3 1971 Randy’s P-3 Crew 12

3 1976 with CVn65 on cover of 
Melborn Star Austrailia

William (Bill) Barber (2003) 
Ann Arbor Resident, Airshow 
Stunt Pilot

Richard L Bodycombe (2010) 
Major General, USAFR 
(Retired) – WWII Veteran, 
Berlin Airlift Pilot, 
Commander of US Air Force, 

Reserve, Founder of Yankee 
Air Museum Flight Program, 
B-24, C-47 Pilot

James Mynning (2011) 
Airshow Stunt Pilot, FAA 
Accident Inspector

Raymond F Hunter (2014) 
Colonel, USAF (Retired) – 
Air Force Command Pilot 
in both fixed and rotary 

wing aircraft. Vietnam Special 
Operations Rescue Helicopter Pilot, 
Chairman YAM Board of Directors,  
B-17 and UH-1 Pilot 

Danny Clisham (2015) 
Retired Airline Pilot and 
Airshow Announcer

Dr. John A. Clark (2016) 
WWII B-7 Pilot, member 
of the Bloody 100th Bomb 
Group. Retired head of UM 

Mechanical Engineering Dept.

Dennis E. Norton (2018) 
Pilot, Businessman, and 
YAM Founder 1981

Conrad “Connie” Kalitta 
(2019)  
Kalitta Airlines Founder and 
Drag Racer

Charles S. Kettles (2019) 
Lt. Colonel, USA (Retired) 
–Korean War Veteran, 
Vietnam War Veteran, 
Accomplished UH-1 Pilot, 

Congressional Medal of 
Honor awardee 

of major significance given the widespread anti-war activity 
on college campuses occurring at the time. 

After three years as a Navy Recruiter, he received orders 
to report to the only nuclear-powered aircraft carrier in the 
fleet, the USS Enterprise. There he flew the Carrier On-
Board Delivery (or COD) and served as Officer of the Deck, 
one of only five officers on the Enterprise so qualified. 

As was typical during this time, the drawdown from the war 
in Vietnam found the services overstaffed with pilots and 
few precious flying positions available. At this time, Randy 

Did You Know? 
Randy has had a fascination with the Willow Run 
Bomber Plant his entire life. His father worked at the 
Plant during World War II, and would often regale 
stories to young Randy of his days building B-24 
Liberator Bombers. Randy is widely read on the subject 
and has become a local expert on this history of Willow 
Run. He began writing articles on the Willow Run 
Bomber Plant for the Museum’s monthly newsletter, 
which became an 18-part history series. This article 
series evolved into an excellent book titled, Images 
of Aviation: Willow Run which was released in 2016 
and has sold over 10,000 copies. Get your copy in the 
Museum’s gift shop today! 

6 Photos courtesy of the Air Zoo.
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MICHIGAN AVIATION HALL OF FAME

elected to leave the active 
Navy and join the Navy 
Reserve. He was assigned 
to Selfridge ANGB to fly 
the P-3 as an Instructor 
Pilot. Promotions to both 
Lieutenant Commander and 
Commander enabled him 
to assume command of the 
P-3 unit. 

Key follow-on assignments 
included the Armed Forces 
Staff College, a billet on 
the Commander Naval 
Forces Europe Reserve 
Staff in Southfield, MI and at CINCNAVEUR 
Headquarters in London, England. He was 
selected as the First Commanding Officer 
of CVN-6903, the USS Eisenhower’s 
augmentation unit. His performance in these 
assignments earned him the well-deserved 
promotion to Captain. Randy retired after 
26 years of sustained, superior active 
and reserve service. Randy continues his 
aviation career as the Falcon Fleet Captain 
at USA Jet Airlines at the Willow Run Airport 
to this day.

As one can see, Randy has continuously 
pursued his passion and dedication to flying 
and aviation throughout his entire life. His 
love for flying, airplanes, and aviation started at an early 
age and continues to this day. Not only has he made his 
passion of flying into a career, he has actively worked 
throughout his life to promote the love of flying to new 
generations of flyers, reflected in his role as a Certified 
Flight Instructor and mentor to many new pilots. Randy  
has not only played a key role in the lives of these new 
pilots and within many Navy veterans’ lives, but he has  
also played a vital role in the life of the Yankee Air 
Museum. Randy has played a key role in the Museum’s 
growth and stability by being an incredibly active long-term 
Museum Member, Treasurer, Interim-Executive Director, 
and currently a Board of Director. He also flies the B-17  
Yankee Lady, in which he has 330 flight hours, and the 
C-47 Hairless Joe, in which he has 600 hours flying! His 
passion for aviation has led to 55 years of continuous 
pursuit of excellence in aviation.

Personal Significant 
Contributions 

•   Service for 26 years as a Navy 
Pilot, flying missions in Vietnam 

•   Officer of the Deck on the USS 
Enterprise Aircraft Carrier 

•  Designation as a NATOPS pilot 

•   Command of two navy  
flying units

•   Establishment of a training 
program for a start-up airline

•   Founding of a training program 
for USA Jet Airlines

•   Selection as Interim Executive 
Director of the Yankee Air 
Museum

•   Selection as Treasurer of the 
Yankee Air Museum 

•   Designated as a Certified Flight 
Examiner and FAA Proficiency 
Pilot Examiner

National & 
International Awards

•   Air Medal for service in Vietnam 

•   National Defense Service 
Medal

•   Vietnam Service Medal, 
Republic of Vietnam Campaign 
Medal

•   Navy Unit Commendation 
Ribbon

•   Meritorious Unit Commendation

•   Republic of Vietnam Cross of 
Gallantry with Palm

•   Selected as Author of the Year 
by the Henry Ford Heritage 
Foundation

54 1993 Randy’s 
son, Andy, getting 
his Army wings 

53 2014 B-17 at 
Manistee Michigan

5 2019 Randy and 
USA Jet Airlines 
Falcon

It’s no wonder why Captain Hotton was inducted into the Michigan 
Aviation Hall of Fame. He joins the ranks of many famous and well-
deserving individuals who will forever be remembered for making 
their mark upon Michigan Aviation history. And we at Yankee Air 
Museum could not be more proud to call him a friend.
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(734) 483-4030 ext. 232  |  megan.favio@yankeeairmuseum.org                 
For more information or to schedule your trip, contact Membership Director, Megan Favio

TORONTO 
Ontario

OCTOBER 1-3,  2021

TRAVERSE CITY 
Michigan

JUNE 25-27,  2021

OSHKOSH 
Wisconsin

JULY 26,  27,  28-29,  30-31,  2021

YANKEEAIRMUSEUM.ORG  |  

-  2 0 2 1  - Schedule  
your Getaway 
on the C-47 “Hairless Joe” and 
explore beautiful Traverse City or 
the great city of Toronto during 
the 2021 season. If air shows are 
on your wish list then take a one 
or two-day trip to AirVenture in 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 



SPOTLIGHT

When the spring 2020 issue of Approaches was released, 
our staff was working from home due to the “Stay Safe, 
Stay Home” orders and our Museum was closed to the 
public. While 2020 hasn’t been easy to navigate with 
the COVID-19 pandemic, in June we were able to see a 
light beginning to shine. With the “Stay Safe, Stay Home” 
orders rescinded, and the Executive Orders allowing for 
Museums to safely reopen in May, the Yankee Air Museum 
Team got to work. 

Before we could reopen to the public, new policies, 
procedures and physical changes had to be made to 
ensure the safety of our guests and Team Members. We 
created a Task Force of a dozen YAM Team Members who 
took the creation of this very seriously. And by June 30, a 
new Yankee Air Museum was able to reopen to the public! 

For those that have not visited since the Museum has 
reopened, we’d like to review the changes that have been 
put in place to allow our guests to feel safe within our walls, 
aircraft, and at special events. Safety is our number one 
priority, and we thank all of our Team Members for working 
so hard and diligently to ensure this day after day. 

At every step of your visit to 
Yankee Air Museum, you can 
be sure that we’ve raised the 
standard by putting measures in 
place to help keep you safe and 
give you peace of mind.

Pandemic 
Operations

What to Expect  
During Your Visit to the 
Yankee Air Museum

Face Coverings 

•    Face coverings are required for all visitors and team 
members while at the Museum, Hangar, and outdoors 
when a 6 ft distance between others is not possible.

Hands On Exhibits & Tours 

•    We have temporarily closed several of our hands-
on interactive exhibits that are not easily disinfected 
for continued safety. Our flight simulators are open. 
However, we will be asking each user to sanitize 
their hands before use. The flight controls are also 
disinfected after each user. 

•    We have limited the size of our group tours to 
10 individuals per group to make it easier to 
accommodate for social distancing 

Hand Washing

•    We have installed hand sanitizer dispensers 
throughout the Museum and Hangar. Washrooms are 
also available where guests and Team Members are 
encouraged to frequently wash their hands. 

//    Exhibits and projects
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OPERATIONS

Ways We Are 
Supporting a Healthy Visit

We have taken proactive and voluntary steps to help 
customers have a worry-free visit at the Museum: 

Cleaning, Cleaning, and More Cleaning! 

Our Team Members continually clean high-touched 
surfaces throughout the Museum and Hangar. If you are 
taking an Air Adventure on one of our historic aircraft, 
please know that before and after each flight crews wipe 
down high-touch and trafficked areas of the aircraft to clean 
interiors to prevent the spread of harmful germs. 

Pre-Screening

We pre-screen the health of all of our team members as 
they enter each facility, and require them to stay home if 
they feel sick.

Daily Evaluations 

We evaluate and adapt daily to any new information 
and requirements, keeping up-to-date on all the latest 
developments within our state and local jurisdictions.

Giving Customers Hand Sanitizer and More!

Hand sanitizing dispensers have been stationed 
throughout the Hangar for guests and Team Members 
to take advantage of before boarding the aircraft. When 
the aircraft travel, the dispensers will be found on/near 
the check-in table. 

Seat Assignments

We have decreased the amount of passengers per 
aircraft and have restricted access to some seats, when 
possible, to give each guest more space. Once in the 
air, guests can still walk about the aircraft while still 
encouraging safe social distancing.

Breathing Easy in Flight

Aircraft in Yankee Air Museum’s fleet feature windows/
doors that can be opened to assist with air circulation 
within the aircraft that pulls fresh air in from the outside 
to replace cabin air. 

Ways We Are 
Supporting Healthy Flying

Flying safely with  
Yankee Air Museum

Along with the safely measures we have put in place at 
the Museum, so too have we with our Air Adventure flights 
keeping the safety and peace of mind of our guests as a 
number one priority. 

Air Adventure Requirements 

As at the Museum, a face covering is required while flying 
on Yankee Air Museum aircraft, except for anyone with a 
condition that prevents them from wearing one. Guests 
are also required to wear a face covering in the Hangar if 
you are unable to maintain a 6 ft distance between others. 
If a guest is not wearing a mask, they will be asked to 
reschedule their Air Adventure.

•   Hand Sanitizer Stations: Dispensers have been added 
near high-traffic and high-touch locations throughout 
the Hangar and check-in areas when the aircraft are 
traveling. 

•   Check-In Counters: Are being wiped down and cleaned 
frequently throughout the day.
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SPOTLIGHT //    Exhibits and projects

Michigan Humanities (MI Humanities) and the 
National Endowment for Humanities (NEH): 
Humanities Organizations Pandemic Emergency 
(H.O.P.E) Grant

Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs 
(MCACA) and National Endowment for the Arts 
(NEA): Emergency Relief Funds

U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA): 
Payment Protection Program (PPP)

Michigan Economic Development Corporation 
(MEDC)/ Detroit Economic Growth Corporation 
(DEGC): Michigan Small Business Restart Program 

On behalf of the Yankee 
Air Museum, we would 
like to sincerely thank the 
following organizations 
for awarding the Museum 
with emergency funds to 
support our operations 
during the pandemic:
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L A N D I N G S

Come see this exciting, immersive new exhibit focused on 
this history of aircraft carrier pilot training and the role that the 

Great Lakes played during WWII. Explore flight simulators and a 
Virtual Reality station to try your hand at being a carrier pilot!

Find out more about our new Deep Landings Exhibit.
(734) 483-4030 | YankeeAirMuseum.org |

E X H I B I T  N O W  O P E N



2021 April
April 4 
MUSEUM CLOSED 
Holiday 

April 7 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

April 17 
BOMBER, BERRIES & 
BREWS

May
May 1 
BOMBER BUFFING 

May 5 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

May 13 
LATE NIGHTS AT THE 
MUSEUM 

May 15 
BLUE STAR MUSEUMS 
BEGINS 

May 15 
SPEAKEASY WITH THE 
FORD TRI-MOTOR

May 22 
OPEN COCKPIT DAYS

June

June 2 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

June 10 
LATE NIGHTS AT THE 
MUSEUM 

June 13 
WINGS & WHEELS 

EVENTS //    Please join us at the following events!

HISTORIC 
PRESENTATION
NIGHT

Yankee Air Museum

January
January 1 
MUSEUM CLOSED

January 11-15 
MUSEUM MAINTENANCE 
WEEK 
Museum Closed 

February
February 20 
BEHIND THE SCENES 

March

March 3 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

March 21 
NATIONAL ROSIE 
THE RIVETER DAY

March 27 
NEW MEMBER 
ORIENTATION 

OPEN LATE

HISTORIC 
PRESENTATION
NIGHT

Yankee Air Museum

MAR
21

MAY
15

HISTORIC 
PRESENTATION
NIGHT

Yankee Air Museum

HISTORIC 
PRESENTATION
NIGHT

Yankee Air Museum

OPEN LATE
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July 26 
MEMBER GETAWAY 
Oshkosh, WI

July 27 
MEMBER GETAWAY  
Oshkosh, WI

July 28 & 29  
MEMBER GETAWAY  
Oshkosh, WI

July 30  
& 31 
MEMBER 
GETAWAY  
Oshkosh, 
WI

August

August 4 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT 

August 7 
& 8 
THUNDER 
OVER 
MICHIGAN 

August 19 
LATE NIGHTS AT THE 
MUSEUM

August 21 
BEHIND THE SCENES 

August 28 
OPEN COCKPIT DAYS

September
September 1 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

November
November 3 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

November 13 
NEW MEMBER 
ORIENTATION 

November 20 
NOSTALGIA SALE 

November 25 
MUSEUM CLOSED 
Holiday 

November 30 
GIVING TUESDAY 

December
December 1 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT 

December 18 
SANTA VISIT 

December 24-25  
MUSEUM CLOSED 
Holiday 

December 31-January 1  
MUSEUM CLOSED 
Holiday

June 25-27  
MEMBER GETAWAY  
Traverse City, MI

June 26 
COLD STORAGE TOURS

July
July 4 
MUSEUM CLOSED 
Holiday 

July 7 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT 

July 10 
BEHIND THE SCENES 

July 15 
LATE NIGHTS AT THE 
MUSEUM

September 9 
LATE NIGHTS AT THE 
MUSEUM

September 20-21  
MUSEUM MAINTENANCE 
DAYS Museum Closed

September 25 
COLD STORAGE TOURS

October
October 1-3  
MEMBER 
GETAWAY 
Toronto, Canada 

October 6 
HISTORIC PRESENTATION 
NIGHT

October 11 
2022 THUNDER OVER 
MICHIGAN Tickets on Sale

October 14 
LATE NIGHTS AT THE 
MUSEUM

October 30 
HALLOWEEN 
SPECTACULAR  

JUN
13

HISTORIC 
PRESENTATION
NIGHT

Yankee Air Museum

HISTORIC 
PRESENTATION
NIGHT

Yankee Air Museum

AUG
07
&
08

-  2 0 2 1  -

GUESS WHO’S 
COMING TO TOWN?

Saturday, December 21

Santa Claus will be 

flying in on his private helicopter!

Santa is making a special trip to the Yankee Air Museum to make sure that every 
good girl and boy has had a chance to let him know their Christmas wishes.

YankeeAirMuseum.org |

Museum opens at 10 AM
Santa arrives promptly at 11 AM and leaves at 2 PM

Hands-on activities from 11 AM - 2 PM
Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum and Leslie Science & Nature Center 

will have fun hands-on activities and animals
FREE ALL DAY!

DEC
18

H Yankee Air 
Museum events 
subject to change. 

Please check our website 
for the most up-to-date 
event listings.

EVENTS

-  2 0 2 1  -

OPEN LATE
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MOVING THE GUARD

Breaking ground on the

Roush Aeronautics Center
Half way to our goal!
Even through a global pandemic and changing even the 
simplest ways we do business, the planning, design and 
initial construction of the Yankee Air Museum’s Roush 
Aeronautics Center has not stopped pushing forward. In 
fact, the project this year has seen significant progress as 
Phase 1 was kick-started in September, 2020 – but more 
on this later. 

As the clock ticks closer towards the deadline of October 
2021 to vacate Hangar 1 (current location for the 
Museum’s Historic Flying Aircraft Collection) before it 
closes permanently, our efforts continue to intensify. With 
a balance of fiscal responsibility and future considerations 
of the use of the facility, the Yankee Air Museum team are 
carefully embracing the forethought of what could be for 
future generations and future leadership.

The need to build this Center is certainly not out of luxury 
but rather a necessity. Although being forced into the 
situation with the closure of Hangar 1, our decision to 
build this facility represents both the commitment of the 
Museum to protect the Historic Flying Aircraft Collection 
and to keep them at home in Southeast Michigan. For 
the first time in the Museum’s 39-year history we will 
build a new, custom, modern aeronautical facility which 
will provide a strong footing for future aircraft operations 
in the same location where the Yankee Air Museum was 
founded: historic Willow Run Airport. 

4 Artist’s rendering of placement for the B-52 at the new 
Center. 6 The former location of the B-52, where it sat since its 
arrival at Willow Run Airport in 1983. Photos by Gary DeLisle 
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MOVING THE GUARD

The Yankee Air Museum’s 
Roush Aeronautics Center 
will provide:

1   A modern facility to help ensure the 
ability for our maintenance teams to 
continue to do the amazing work that they 
do by having an uninterrupted environment 
to perform the necessary detailed 
maintenance of the flight worthiness  
of our collection.

2   An addition to the visitor experience 
for Museum guests and visitors. With a 
modern facility, the Museum team will  
be able to provide access to the Historic 
Flying Aircraft Collection with greater safety 
and comfort.

3   A customer-friendly location for the Air 
Adventure operation on the developing 
side of the airport. With new infrastructure 
and rapid-expanding businesses and 
growth, the East side of Willow Run Airport 
is enjoying a boom of economic revival. 
Furthermore, it puts the current Museum 
and new facility only three blocks from 
each other. 

We have made great strides in reaching 
our fundraising goal and are very 
proud to announce we are 50% of the 
way there! Through the support of so 
many generous individuals and selfless 
contributors we have moved closer to 
building and opening the Yankee Air 
Museum’s Roush Aeronautics Center. 
Every gift between now and the completion 
of the Center will ensure the future of this 
incredible flying collection and the legacy 
that they represent. 

Since the Museum’s founding in 1981, 
there has never been a more important 
strategic project and we need your 
help in taking us to the finish line! 
We encourage you to donate today 
by returning your gift in the envelope 
attached in this magazine. Alternatively, 
you can contribute conveniently online 
at yankeeairmuseum.org or by calling 
the Museum team at 734-483-4030.

  PHASE 1 - KICKOFF

B-52 Relocated to the future site of the  
Roush Aeronautics Center

As mentioned earlier, we are happy to announce that September, 
2020 marked the kick-off for Phase 1 of the build-out of the Roush 
Aeronautics Center! The week of September 14-18th, 2020, the 
Yankee Air Museum relocated the B-52 Stratofortress Bomber to its 
new location on the south end of the East ramp at Willow Run. This 
monumental move was the first step in starting the pivotal project of 
building the Roush Aeronautics Center to house the Historic Flying 
Aircraft Collection beginning in 2021. 

The redevelopment of the East side of Willow Run Airport includes 
the building of new aeronautical hangars on the location of the 
original Yankee Air Museum site and north end of the ramp where 
the B-52 sat as a landmark since 1984. For this reason, the 
Yankee Air Museum team was informed that the B-52 needed to 
be relocated. Given its size and the awesome restoration work that 
has occurred on this aircraft over the past five years, we decided 
to move the B-52 to the new location of the Roush Aeronautics 
Center so the public will once again be able to enjoy this iconic and 
historic aircraft up close. The aircraft will serve as a visible landmark 
for future guests visiting the Roush Aeronautics Center, as well as 
a rightful tribute to honor our military veterans and modern armed 
forces servicemen and women. 

5 The B-52 making its way down the East ramp to its new location on the 
future site of the Roush Aeronautics Center. 53WWAR Staff hooking up the 
aircraft tow bars to move the B-52. 54 New concrete pads were poured in 
August, 2020, at the new Roush Aeronautics Center location to support the 
B-52. Photos by Gary DeLisle and Kevin Walsh
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MOVING THE GUARD

We would like to 
extend a heartfelt 
thank you to 
donors of this 
crucial campaign.
We encourage you to donate today 
by returning your gift in the envelope 
attached in this magazine. Alternatively, 
you can contribute conveniently online at 
yankeeairmuseum.org or by calling the 
amazing Museum team at 734-483-4030.

HELP US BUILD THE HANGAR

Donate at YankeeAirMuseum.org/support

As one can imagine, it is not an easy task to move a nearly 
190,000lb aircraft that has been sitting outside for over 
three decades. There was a lot of preparation work that 
needed to be completed before the move could take place. 
The B-52 volunteer crew worked tirelessly prior to the move 
to ensure its safe relocation. This work included: cleaning all 
the wheel wells; cleaning, freeing, and loosening fuselage 
plugs for the jack mounting brackets; removing hub caps 
on the main landing gear tires; removing the anti-skids and 
freeing the axle lugs on all of the wheels; and digging to 
check the depth of the posts that support the tip gear. 

The Museum hired a professional aircraft moving company, 
Worldwide Aircraft Recovery, to take on the task of moving 
the B-52 to its new location. The WWAR team arrived onsite 
on Tuesday, September 15th to begin to prep the aircraft. 
The first step involved jacking up the aircraft and replacing 
the original tires that were on the aircraft, as those had been 
on the aircraft for close to 40 years and would not sustain 
the move down the ramp due to their condition. The WWAR 
staff brought brand new tires to put on the aircraft for the 
duration of the move. Changing out the tires proved to be 
an all-day task, and continued into Wednesday. 

By mid-day Wednesday, September 16, the aircraft 
was ready to begin its movement from the concrete pads 
it had rested on since 1984. The move involved two tow 
bars with large aircraft tractors in the front and rear of the 
aircraft to allow for multi-directional steering. Since the 
area surrounding the concrete pads was grass, the task 
of moving also involved having a crew of volunteers move 
2’x6’ aluminum planks under the tires to provide strength 
for the tires to roll on so the aircraft did not sink into the 
soft grass. This became one of the most time and energy-
consuming tasks of the move, but by creating an assembly-
line system, our amazing volunteers were able to get a 
good workflow, and the aircraft began to move! By the end 
of Wednesday, the aircraft was positioned out on the north 
end of the East ramp, ready to make its travel down to the 
new location the following day. 

On Thursday, September 17, the B-52 began making its 
way down the ramp, escorted by WCAA Airport Ops, to 
the new location. The move down the ramp was slow and 
took roughly one hour to traverse the ¾ mile ramp. Once 
on the south side, the aircraft made a large back-up turn, 
and proceeded onto grass to travel to the new location 
where new concrete pads that were designed to sustain 
the weight of the aircraft had been poured a month prior 
to the move. Again, our volunteer crew was deployed to 
move and place the 2’x6’ aluminum panels on the grass 
for the move to the new concrete pads. This portion of the 
move took roughly seven hours, as there was a distance 

of roughly 700ft of soft grass to traverse. By the end of 
Thursday, the aircraft had made it to the concrete pads and 
was in position.

On Friday, September 18, the aircraft made some slight 
adjustments and was placed on jacks again to put the 
original tires back on. 

The aircraft is now in its new position where it will stand 
guard outside the new Yankee Air Museum Roush 
Aeronautics Center beginning in 2021. With the kickoff of 
Phase 1 of the Roush Aeronautics Center, the Yankee Air 
Museum has started a new chapter in its long life at Willow 
Run Airport, and we as a Museum are so proud of what we 
can accomplish when we all work together as a team. Not 
even a global pandemic can slow this organization down 
from marching forward and making progress!

5 The B-52 is put into position at the future site of the Roush 
Aeronautics Center. Photo by Gary DeLisle
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HISTORIC AIRCRAFT      RARE AUTOMOBILES
SUNDAY, JUNE 13, 2021

WILLOW RUN AIRPORT • 10AM   4PM

with

WEST RAMP - 816 KIRK PROFIT DR., YPSILANTI, MI

TICKETS: $20 ADVANCE PURCHASE, $25 DAY OF EVENT
KIDS 15 AND UNDER ARE FREE!

Tickets or more information: YankeeAirMuseum.org/WingsandWheels |

to

Rain or Shine



CURATING THE COLLECTION

Curating the 
Collection

Humans have a long history of preserving 
artifacts from our past. The ancient Greeks coined 
the term mouseion when they first built a temple to 
“the Muses,” goddesses who kept watch over the 
arts and sciences. The Greeks filled their temples 
with both sculpture and scholars. The tradition was 
copied in kingdoms that followed: spoils of war were 
displayed in the halls of royal palaces. Since this 
time, curating as always been a part of defining these 
displayed collections. The word curator is derived 
from the Latin word curare and means “to take care.” 
Curators, in general, take care of the Museum by 
sourcing, researching and verifying historical artifacts, 
as well as managing the execution of all exhibits and 
preserving the value of all collections. 
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CURATING THE COLLECTION

As our organization has stabilized and matured, we 
are now left with difficult decisions about what we 
want the artifact and aircraft Collection to be, how 
the Collection aligns with our Museum’s Mission 
and Vision Statements, and what history should we 
preserve for the public. 

Our Museum’s Collection is comprised of three 
divisions: Artifacts, Static Aircraft, and Flyable 
Aircraft. Together, these three divisions create 
the unique Collection that we care for. Aligning the 
Museum’s Collection with the Museum’s Mission is 
vital to having a well-organized, thought-out, and 
complete Collection. The Collections Committee 
rose to the challenge of thinking through what the 
future goals of the Collection should be. Questions 

But what does it truly mean to curate a Museum 
Collection? Many people think that curating just 
means choosing “nice” or “rare” items for display.  
But that is only the half of it. The real job of a Museum 
Curator is to look after artifacts from the past, yet also 
to be the repository of knowledge about them, to be 
an expert on the subject matter. Curating isn’t just a 
matter of selection. It involves building real knowledge 
of the items in one’s care. As the world becomes 
quicker, more mobile, and more bite-sized, retaining 
the ability to take a deep dive into history has become 
more important.  

Curating the Museum’s Collection has a driven 
purpose behind every decision that is made. When a 
potential donation comes in for review, it is not simply 
a question of “Does the museum have this?” but more 
“What value will this add to our Collection and ability 
to tell the history of this particular subject?” 

When the Yankee Air Museum first reopened to the 
public in 2010, we were still in “recovery mode.” The 
organization had finally found a new permanent home 
following years of temporary locations after having 
suffered a catastrophic fire that destroyed most of the 
aircraft and all of its artifact collection. 

In those early days of recovery, the philosophy of 
accepting artifacts was simple: the Museum needed 
anything and everything to re-build the Collection. 
While the organization is thankful for every donation 
that was received during that time, ultimately what 
had been curated in the years following the fire was a 
collection of military memorabilia and aircraft from all 
military branches and conflicts, with no clear focus as 
to what the Collection would be. 

6 Volunteers working in the Collections and Archives. Examples 
of some artifacts within the care of Yankee Air Museum. 

33 Illustration of the ancient Library of Alexandria, 
Egypt. 3Collection storage at the Yankee Air Museum.
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CURATING THE COLLECTION

like, “Why are we collecting artifacts from all military 
branches when we are strictly an aviation museum?” 
needed to be (and ultimately have been) addressed. 
We’ve developed a strong Collections Policy that is 
now our guiding document on decisions for incoming 
donations and aircraft acquisitions. With every artifact 
and aircraft that we are offered, the Collections 
Committee debates on what role the artifact will play 
within the Collection, what stories the artifact can tell 
that we do not have the ability to do so already; as 
well as practical questions such as: can we care for 
this artifact, what preservation/restoration care does 
this artifact or aircraft require, and how best will we be 
able to preserve the provenance of this item?

Some decisions regarding artifact acquisitions are 
easy. Rare items occasionally come in through our 
doors that are unique and fit within our Collections 
goals of items that we would like to acquire. 
Donations related to World War I pilots and World 
War II Women Air Service Pilots (WASPs) are prime 
examples of this. When these type of donations 
have come in, the Collections Committee have voted 
resounding “yes’” as these fill gaps within our current 
Collection and allow the Museum to expand exhibit 
storylines on these subjects. 

Other artifact or aircraft acquisitions have not been so 
straight-forward. The Museum has been offered both 
static and flyable aircraft that have been extremely 
appealing to accept. A few years ago, we were 
offered an F-14 Tomcat from the Navy, for example. 
After long discussions with the Collections Committee 
regarding the role this aircraft played within history 
and the stories we would be able to tell with it, we 
were certainly interested in obtaining the aircraft. 
However, the cost of transportation was quite high 
at the time, and the condition of the aircraft (having 
been installed on a pole display outside at a coastal 
museum for years) was not very desirable. The 
aircraft would require a lengthy and costly restoration 
to bring it back to an acceptable condition for display. 
We ultimately had to turn down the offer. That was a 
painful decision to make. But, this example is what 
curating is all about. 

Curating the Collection isn’t simply about collecting 
the “coolest” aircraft or accepting anything that is 
offered to the Museum simply because it is being 
offered. Curating the Collection is about setting 
forth goals for not only what the Museum wishes to 
collect, but also about the history we want to preserve 
and the stories we want to share. It’s aligning 
these together to deem what artifacts will best help 
accomplish these goals that guides our acceptance 
of new artifacts and aircraft into the permanent 
Collection, all while keeping our limited funds as a 
non-profit in mind and in focus. 

With acquisitions also comes the decisions on what 
to do with artifacts and aircraft that do not or no 
longer meet our Mission as a Museum. As much 
as our Collections Policy and Philosophy guide our 
acceptance of new artifacts and aircraft, it also guides 
our decision making process for what to de-access 
from our Collection. Moving from an unfocused 
Collection to a laser-focused one is not an easy task, 

5 The Yankee Air Museum cares for textile uniforms from World War I to 
present day.
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but the Collections Committee is doing this very task, 
meticulously going through each artifact and aircraft 
accession making sure that it meets our Mission and 
tells important and untold historical lessons and stories. 

An example of this would be a Collection we recently 
de-accessed that was comprised of non-aviation 
related Japanese artifacts from World War II. While 
the artifacts are extremely interesting, they had little 
to relate to our mission as an aviation museum. Items 
such as women’s kimonos, porcelain tea sets, and 
similar items, the Collections Committee felt deserved 
to be with an institution that would better utilize the 
artifacts for display and sharing different historical 
stories than we as an aviation museum could tell. 
Thankfully, we have a wonderful museum community 
that we are able to reach out to, to make sure 
collections like these find appropriate new homes at 
other museum institutions. 

Similar stories could be shared about static aircraft 
that we have said good-bye to, releasing them to 
new homes. The DHC-4 Caribou has recently been 
de-accessed from our Static Aircraft Collection and 
will be leaving the Yankee Air Museum in 2021 to 
go to the Legacy Flight Museum in Idaho. The LFM 
team has been restoring the Caribou on-site here at 
Yankee Air Museum for the past year to make it flight-
worthy to ferry the aircraft back to its new forever-
home. In late August, the Caribou made its first test 
flight in close to two decades and the sound of the 
engines firing up once more was music to our ears. 
The LFM team is going to continue to work to make 
the Caribou a flyable aircraft that will be able to be 

enjoyed by many on the airshow circuit. Giving this 
aircraft a new life rather than sitting in an airpark in 
Michigan has been rewarding to see.

Curating the Collection is an 
ongoing process that continues 
as the organization lives and 
grows. With each passing year, 
significant progress is made that 
has lasting impact on the Museum 
for years to come. We thank each 
of our donors for their impact 
upon our Museum through the 
donations of artifacts to the 
Collection, as you are the ones 
who help us develop and reach 
our goals within the Collection. 

Without your support, both 
financially and through physical 
donations, little progress would be 
made. Museums are challenged 
with staying relevant in our ever-
changing world, and with your 
support, we are able to do just that.

CURATING THE COLLECTION

Julie Osborne 
Curatorial Director
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THE CREATIVITY HANGAR

CREATIVITY  
HANGAR!

YANKEE AIR MUSEUM LAUNCHES THE

Your online resource 
to distance learning.
Whether or not you have school-aged children 
or grandchildren, you’ve probably heard about 
the upheaval families faced when schools were 
shut down across the country this spring. While 
parents, guardians, and caregivers scrambled to 
navigate the end of the 2019-2020 school year, 
we got to work! Yankee Air Museum staff joined 
together to gather resources to help facilitate 
learning outside of the traditional classroom 
environment by debuting Creativity Hangar on 
our website. Creativity Hangar offers activities to 
inspire and inform curious minds about aviation 
and aerospace, regardless of where the learning 
takes place!

Are you looking for online videos that provide 
more than just entertainment? We’ve teamed up 
with publishers and authors to showcase video 
recordings of children’s books featuring some of 

our favorite topics — from World War II Rosies 
and Spitfires, to the Space Race, to exciting 
Airshows, there is sure to be something for 
everyone! Watch interviews from our Oral History 
Collection featuring Rosies, World War II and 
Korean War veterans. Or watch one of our DIY 
videos to learn how to make a new craft. 

Are you interested in screen-free activities to 
break up virtual learning this fall? We have 
connected with NASA and the Smithsonian 
National Air and Space Museum to offer 
experiments, paper airplanes, coloring sheets, 
mazes, and more to keep kids busy! We hope 
you’ll take a moment to explore Creativity 
Hangar and get inspired to learn something new!
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THE CREATIVITY HANGAR

Whirlybird Helicopter Activity 

Here is a fun, simple paper craft activity to do at 
home. These little whirlybirds are really easy to 
make and are endless fun! 

Materials you will need: 

-  Paper, scissors and a paperclip (optional) 

Directions:

1.   Use the template provided and cut out the 
whirlybird shape. 

2.  Cut along the solid lines.

3.  Fold Flap A forward and fold Flap B backward 

4.   Fold Lines C and D upwards – this adds weight 
to the base of the tail.

5.   Fold flaps E and F inwards along the dotted lines. 

6.   Hold the whirlybird by the tail, high above your 
head and let go! 

7.   If you changed the length of the wings, you can 
make the whirlybird go faster or slower. You can 
also add a paperclip to the tail to give it more 
weight. 

8.  Have fun!

A B

C

D

E F

5 Download the full worksheet activity at YankeeAirMuseum.org/
Creativity_Hangar 

Here are a few fun at-home 
activities that your family can 
enjoy together. Find these and 
others on our website:

 yankeeairmuseum.org/creativity_hangar
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Straw Rocket Activity 
Here’s an easy and fun activity to make straw rockets 
at home using just a few materials. This project make 
a great addition to a unit on physics, space, or just a 
fun activity to do on a rainy day! Kids can compare 
how different angles of the straw affect the distance 
the rocket travels or how adding fins or folding the 
rocket in different ways can affect its flight. 

Materials needed: 

•   Straws, tape or glue dots, plastic pipettes (or straws 
with a larger diameter than the other straws), 
markers or colored pencils, scissors, rocket 
template (available to download online) 

Directions:

1.   Use the Rocket Template provided online. Color 
the rockets and cut them out.

2.   Cut the bottom off a plastic pipette and attach it  
to the back of a rocket using tape or glue dots. 

  •   If you don’t have any plastic pipettes handy, 
you can use a straw instead. Just make sure 
this straw is wider than the other straw you’ll 
be using for launching. Cut the straw to fit the 
length of the rocket and tape one end shut so it’s 
completely sealed. Attach it to your rocket with 
tape or glue dots. 

3.   Slip a straw into your pipette or large straw,  
and you’re ready to launch! 

4.   Give your straw a big puff of air, and watch it  
take off! 

Questions to ask: 

1.   How does the angle you launch your rocket affect 
the distance it travels? Try out different angles and 
record the results. 

2.   Can you design your own rockets to attach to the 
pipette or straw? Which designs work better?

3.   Try adding another fin to your rocket with tape. 
How does it affect the flight of your rocket? 

1

2

3 4

6 Download the 
Rocket Template at 
YankeeAirMuseum.org/
Creativity_Hangar 
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1. Cut Out the Yellow Strips. 

2. Make 2 Loops—Tape the Ends of Each Paper Strip 
Together. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Tape the Loops at Opposite Ends of the Straw. 

4. Launch Your Hoop Flyer!  
Experiment by Moving Loops into Different Positions. 

 Scissors or Paper Cutter 
Tape 
Straw 

Try Making a Cool Hoop Flyer with a Few Simple Materials! 


 

For More Information Visit: https://yankeeairmuseum.org/creativity_hangar/  

For more information or to explore, visit yankeeairmuseum.org/creativity_hangar
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All About 
YOU.

UNITY IN LEARNING

A new gallery about health, 
fitness and fun coming to the 
Ann Arbor hands-on museum.

5 Behind the large, doors of the 1882 firehouse, All About You, a new 
health, fitness and fun gallery is taking shape. Photo: A. Morris

Unity In Learning partner Ann Arbor Hands-On 
Museum has been thinking about your health for 
much longer than the Covid-19 pandemic has been 
around. This fall, after three years of work, the Museum 
is installing a new gallery, called All About You, to engage 
visitors in healthy and fun physical activity.

Working with an anonymous donor and Mott Children’s 
Hospital, the Museum has taken health and fitness a few 
steps beyond just exercise or measuring how well you 
perform a physical task. The gallery instead will offer 
activities that children and adults do for fun and explains 
why they are also healthy.

4 Pose, move, jump, shake! This exhibit shows you what 
your muscles, bones, nerves and digestive track look like 
while you move. Photo: A. Morris
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One of our goals was to create a park inside the All 
About You gallery. We dreamed of making a visit to this 
environment feel like play. When the time comes for visitors 
to leave, we hope to remind them of the many real parks in 
Ann Arbor, Metro Detroit, as well as greater southeastern 
Michigan and northern Ohio, where they can do the same 
things they did in the gallery – and more. 

We are mounting exhibits on whimsical trees over which 
green canopies and slices of blue sky tie everything 
together to accomplish this messaging. The large, 
translucent green and blue shapes overhead will set 
a fresh, colorful atmosphere, catching the natural light 
streaming through the historic firehouse doors.

4 Early ideas for how trees would look and fill the gallery “park.” 
Drawing: J. Ingolia  6 A park has grown inside the firehouse of the 
Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum. Photo: A. Morris
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UNITY IN LEARNING

From content meetings, to drawings, to models and 
prototypes, the All About You gallery has developed into 
an encouraging statement on what it means to have fun 
keeping healthy. The gallery will explore what people 
can do to stay happy, and so much of what people enjoy 
also keeps us healthy. People of all sizes, colors, ethnic 
backgrounds and physical abilities can engage in nearly  
all activities. 

The All About You gallery will include everyone – part of the 
Museum’s commitment to inclusion and diversity. These 
experiences are also an essential part of everyone’s health. 
Visitors will see images of children on crutches or prosthetic 
limbs throwing a ball, balancing on tree stumps and 
following a butterfly. The exhibits and art will show children 
of different races and body types together, investigating 
their senses and strengths, and helping others.

5 While you lift a weight in this exhibit, it will show bones and muscle 
moving with you, and where muscle applies tension to a bone, making the 
bone stronger. Gallery co-designer Vineta Chugh demonstrates. Photo: A. 
Morris; Drawing: J. Ingalio

3 Try rubbing your tummy and patting your head or stomping out a beat 
with your feet and pat another with your hands. Exhibit co-designer Vineta 
Chugh demonstrates how this exhibit will add to the challenge by putting 
both hands and a foot to the challenge. Photo: A. Morris
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5 The popular Ambulance exhibit not going away, just upgraded and 
moved to part of the gallery with an emergency room and a dispatch 
center. Huron Valley Ambulance, a Museum partner for over 15 years, 
helped with upgrades and new interactive experiences. Photo: A. Morris

6 The Ambulance patient compartment backs up to a mural of the 
Children’s Hospital emergency entrance. Photo: V. Chugh

5 Role play is an essential developmental activity. Besides the new 
Ambulance interactives, a new exhibit will allow guests to role-play 
dispatching emergency care to accident sites and on an emergency room. 

The Huron Valley Ambulance exhibit, one of the most 
popular interactive destinations at the Ann Arbor Hands-
On Museum, will remain in the All About You gallery. 
Updates will add interactive experiences and bring more 
life to the ones visitors already love. Also, the Ambulance 
will back up to a wall-to-wall mural of the Mott Children’s 
Hospital. A new exhibit – based on the 24/7 work at 
Ann Arbor’s Huron Valley Ambulance dispatch center 
– will allow visitors to experience taking 911 calls and 
dispatching emergency care around downtown Ann Arbor.
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SPOTLIGHT   //   Exhibits and projects at the Yankee Air Museum

In January, 2020, the Yankee Air Museum opened 
their new temporary exhibit “Fatal Crossing,” 
which explores the mysterious disappearance of 
Northwest Airlines Flight 2501 in the icy waters of 
Lake Michigan in 1950. 

Unfortunately, when the COVID-19 pandemic hit our 
beloved state and the Yankee Air Museum was forced 
to close to the public, so too did the exhibit. Thankfully 
our friends at the Michigan Maritime Museum have 
allowed the Yankee Air Museum to have an extended 
tour of this wonderful exhibit through the 2021 year! 

With the tragic loss of all 58 people onboard, the 
Northwest Airlines Flight 2501 was ranked the worst 
aviation disaster in the country at the time. The 
faces and stories of the victims and their personal 
possessions that have been recovered make this an 

Fatal Crossing 
EXHIBIT

emotional experience. The immersive exhibit features 
artifacts found from the wreckage that washed upon 
the shore of Lake Michigan, interactive maps and 
videos plotting the course and disappearance of the 
aircraft, as well as information on the lost passengers 
and the subsequent recover efforts. 

Special thanks for this exhibit goes to the Michigan 
Maritime Museum and Valerie van Heest, author, 
museum exhibit designer and explorer who wrote 
the book Fatal Crossing upon which the exhibit  
is based.

Make your plans for a visit to 
Yankee Air Museum today to see 
this limited engagement! 

YANKEEAIRMUSEUM.ORG
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three science organizations working together.
Your path to hands-on discovery, exploration of 

AAHOM.ORG LESLIESNC.ORG YANKEEAIRMUSEUM.ORG

UNITYINLEARNING.ORG
YankeeAirMuseum.org/events  |

speakeasy

Museum’s Hangar | 801 Kirk Profit Drive | Ypsilanti, MI 48198

MAY 15TH  
5 - 8 PM

Step back to the 1920’s, during the time of prohibition, with the Yankee 
Air Museum. Get an up-close look at the Museum’s newest acquisition 
the Ford Tri-Motor.  Special Guest: Two James Distillery, the first 
licensed distillery in Detroit since Prohibition.

with the 
ord tri-motorf
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•$35 ADVANCED 

T I C K E T S
TICKETS INCLUDE 2 DRINKS
FOOD AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE



47884 D Street
Belleville, MI 48111-1126

734-483-4030

www.YankeeAirMuseum.org

Smithsonian Affiliate

YANKEEAIRMUSEUM.ORG
734-483-4030

AIRPLANES 
up-close! 

Plan your visit today.

EXCITING EXHIBITS, 
HISTORICAL 
AIRCRAFT AND 
HANDS-ON 
ACTIVITIES FOR 
THE WHOLE FAMILY!

AT HISTORIC WILLOW RUN AIRPORT H OPEN YEAR-ROUND
Tuesday – Saturday 10 AM-4 PM • Sunday from 11 AM-4 PM

Occasionally closed for holidays and private events. 
Please visit YankeeAirMuseum.org prior to your visit for 
closings, tickets and information.




